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How much can an individual change in one year? Sylvia Plath’s poem “You’re”, written 

in 1960, the year she gave birth to her first child, Frieda, shows a joyful, hopeful, expectant 

mother. On the other hand the resigned tone of “Mirror”, written in 1961, insinuates a battered 

poet struggling with depression. Sylvia Plath had bipolar disorder, and attempted suicide 

numerous times from the age of 19 until her eventual death by suicide at the age of 30 (“Sylvia 

Plath”). However, through Plath’s works there can be seen a brief happiness and fascination in 

the birth of her child. Many of Plath’s poems, including “Metaphors”,  “Elm” , and“You’re” 

center around pregnancy. While the uniformity of structure, presence of internal rhyme, varied 

diction, and amusing metaphors of “You’re” create a happy, hopeful tone, celebrating the 

wonder of a new life being created, the irregularity in structure, lack of rhyme, use of repetition, 

and dark metaphors in “Mirror” create a resigned reflection on the self-doubt and harsh realities 

women must face. 

While both poems have a similar structure, the more regular line lengths in “You’re” 

contribute to the playful attitude, while the sporadic choices in “Mirror” contribute to the 

fractured feeling it portrays. Both poems are composed of two stanzas, each stanza containing 

nine lines. Additionally both poems are free verse, having no fixed rhyme or meter. However, in 

“You’re” the lines contain between 6 and 8 syllables: 878787878 888787868, almost following 
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an alternating pattern of longer and shorter lines. This relative uniformity creates a sing-songy 

effect, appropriate for a poem addressed to a foetus. In this poem the nine lines per stanza evoke 

the nine month timeline of pregnancy. Additionally, published poet Andrew Spacey notes that 

most, though not all lines “split into four feet, the two opening trochees followed by two iambs” 

(Spacey). He goes on to state that trochees generally “liven things up, they bring optimism” 

while iambs “steady things down”(Spacey). This combination of energetic and soothing rhythms 

further adds to the excited, joyful nature of the poem. Although “Mirror” also contains nine lines 

per stanza, it’s rhythm is unlikely to bring to mind the comfort of a mother’s words, as “there are 

no rhymes or meter”(Mohammad). The lines range from eight to fifteen syllables with little 

pattern. The chaotic choice of line length contributes to the harsh feeling of the poem. Plath’s use 

of free verse in “You’re” makes the poem feel as though it is straight from the heart of the 

mother, while her use of free verse in “Mirror” makes the poem feel like a cutting, unfiltered 

analysis of the world. 

Although  “You’re” lacks a regular rhyme scheme, internal rhyme gives it some of the 

character of a nursery rhyme, while the absence of rhyme in “Mirror” contributes to the 

disjointed characterization of reality. As is characteristic of free verse, “You’re” possesses no 

external rhyme. However, there are several instances of internal rhyme, such as “spool” (li.5) and 

“Fools’” (li.8), “creel”(li.15) and “eels” (li.15), and “bean” (li.16) and “clean” (li.18). Internal 

rhyme can be used “to achieve comic effect” (Murfin 218) as is the case in this poem. It creates a 

lilting, song like rhythm that feels as though it is said to a young child, while still fitting with 

Plath’s modernist style by maintaining her typical free verse. In contrast, “Mirror” has an almost 

total lack of rhyme. This adds to the sense of an undebatable reality and the seriousness of the 
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poem. What rhyme there is is all slant rhyme, such as “darkness” (li.16) and “fish” (li.18). “Slant 

rhyme, by its nature, causes us to pause and reflect on the association of words, … [it] contains 

little harmony and scant unification of verse, so while it binds words together, it does so in an 

off-kilter way”(Smith 93). The occasional slant rhyme in “Mirror” creates the feeling of 

something slightly unsettling, echoing the fear of facing the realities of age and death embodied 

by the woman in the poem.  

The widely varied nouns and descriptions in “You’re” give it a light, excited attitude, in 

contrast to the dark heavy tone created by repetition in “Mirror”.  No two nouns in “You’re” are 

the same. It jumps from one description to the next from a “fish” (li.3) and “turnip” (li.7) to a 

“sprat” (li.14) and “bean” (li.16). The poem is “a strand of associative responses to the reality of 

a foetus” (Butscher 257). The movement makes the poem feel lively, like a frolicking child 

trying new toys. It keeps the atmosphere in the poem light. On the other hand, repetition features 

prominently in “Mirror”. For  example “darkness” (li.9,16), “over and over” (li.9), and “day after 

day” (li.18). “Repetition in a poem … calls to us and recalls to us” (Poteat 33). It acts as a 

hammer pounding in the realities of age, death, and evaluation of women based on their 

appearance, creating a darker feeling from the poem.  

Both poems make heavy use of metaphor and simile, but again, while the metaphors of 

“You’re” are fun and joyful, those of  “Mirror” demonstrate a dark resignation to reality. Almost 

every line in “You’re” is a metaphor or simile. For instance “O high-riser, my little loaf” (li.9) 

metaphorically refers to the unborn child as bread, growing and rising in the oven/womb. The 

line “Vague as fog and looked for like mail.” (li.10) contains two separate similes. The first 

compares the baby to substanceless fog, because the baby’s appearance, personality, and life are 
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yet unknown. The second compares the mother’s eagerness for the baby’s birth to that of a 

person waiting for a long expected letter. There is both fear of what the letter will contain and the 

anticipation of joy at finally receiving it. “‘You’re’ is essentially a joyous celebration of life” 

(Butscher 258). All of the metaphors and similes with in the poem speak to love, joy, and wonder 

at the creation of life, adding to the affectionate tone of the poem. Rather than containing a 

plethora of metaphors, “Mirror” contains only two major ones. The first is in the mirror’s 

description of itself, describing itself as “The eye of a little god, four-cornered” (li.5), then as “a 

lake” (li.10). On some level, it is hard to tell if these descriptions are in fact metaphorical, or 

indeed the mirror’s honest descriptions of itself without embellishment. However, words such as 

“reaches” (li.11) and later the simile of the “fish” (li.18), make it seem more likely that the 

mirror intentionally uses metaphors to describe itself, in order to prepare the second metaphor. In 

fact, William Freedman claims that “Only a metaphoric reading can sustain the essential claim to 

exact recording”(Freedman 60), which is the basis of the poem. The second major metaphor is 

the simile “in me an old woman rises toward her day after day, like a terrible fish.” (li.17-18). 

Remembering the early metaphor of the mirror as a lake, consider what kind of fish rises to the 

surface.  Only dead fish float. In this answer, we understand why the fish is terrible: it is the 

reality of death being closer to us every day we live. This is a heavy message, especially when 

compared with the light, amusing metaphors of “You’re”. 

  Two radically different messages are portrayed in “You’re” and “Mirror” by Sylvia 

Plath. “You’re” is a joyful message of hope and wonder at the creation of life, while “Mirror” is 

a resigned message about the futility of life and its unavoidable end. The structure of the poems 

in one creates some order and playfulness, while in the other further pushes the harsh reality on 
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the reader. The internal rhyme in “You’re” contrasted with the lack of rhyme  in “Mirror” has 

almost the same effect as the structure. Additionally, the variety of nouns in “You’re” keeps up 

the light, happy atmosphere, while the repetition in “Mirror” furthers the heaviness of the poem’s 

message. Finally, the difference between the poems’ message can  most clearly be seen in the 

similes and metaphors used in each. In “You’re” new life is “Right, like a well-done sum” (li.17) 

and offers a “clean slate” (li.18), while in “Mirror” death approaches everyone steadily, “a 

terrible fish” (li.18) rising to the surface.  
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